BAR FOOD
Served 4pm-5pm, and 11pm - close.
Current as of 02/29/2020. Our real-life menus change frequently.

POPCORN
Blue Corn from Tierra, Air-Popped Fresh, Dressed with Furikake and Scallion 7

“TINNED” SAFFRON-MARINATED MUSSELS
From Penn Cove, with an Herb Salad, and Sourdough Toast 13

PIMENTO CHEESE DIP
Ancho and Cheddar, Crunchy Veggies, and Flour Tortilla Chips 11

FISCALINI CLOTHBOUND CHEDDAR
Aged and Sharp, with Fuji Apple Butter, and Actual Ritz Crackers 13

LAZY BEAR RESERVE CAVIAR
Maui Onion Potato Chips, Sour Cream ‘n’ Alliums Egg Salad 65
Grand Cru Champagne, Shaman, One Hundred Dollars When Paired With Caviar

CALROSE BOWL
Warm Short-Grain Rice, Soft-Boiled Egg, Savory Chili Paste, Toasted Sesame, Herbs and Veggies 15
Available After 11pm